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Abstract
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers elicit systematically variable cyto- and ecotoxic responses, promising the basis for structure activity relationships governing
nanotoxicological responses. Increased production of intracellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS), genotoxicity and apoptosis due to in-vitro exposure of hepatocellular
carcinoma cells to dendrimer generations G-4, G-5 and G-6 is demonstrated. A
generation dependent increase in ROS and genotoxicity was observed, consistent with
our previous studies. The responses correlate well with the number of surface amino
groups per generation. Although ROS production initially increases approximately
linearly, it saturates at higher doses. Notably, normalised to molar dose of surface
amino groups, the dose-dependent ROS production for different generations overlap
exactly, indicating that the response is due to these functional units. The percentage
tail DNA formation is related to the generation and dose dependent production of
intracellular ROS, at low levels. At the higher ROS levels, increased DNA damage is
associated with the onset of necrosis.

Key words: Nanotoxicology, Hepatocellular carcinoma cells, PAMAM dendrimers,
ROS, Cytotoxicity, Genotoxicity.
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1. Introduction
The ecological impact of increased exploitation of nanotechnologies and resultant
release of nanoparticles is of growing concern. However, given the range of
nanoparticle types, physico-chemical properties and potential exposure scenarios, it is
difficult to establish the basis for appropriate risk assessment (Handy et al., 2012). In
this context, similar to the case of human exposure, a fundamental understanding and
quantification of the structural dependence of biological responses is paramount,
highlighting the importance of systematic studies upon which such quantitative
structure activity relationships (QSARS) for nanomaterials might be established. Our
previous

study

of

N-isopropylacrylamide/N-tert-butylacrylamide

copolymer

nanoparticles demonstrated a clear relationship between the observed toxicity in a
range of fresh water test models, representing different trophic levels, and the
physico-chemical properties of the nanoparticles (Naha et al., 2009a). Similarly, clear
structural dependences of the cytotoxic responses of all trophic levels have been
observed with nano-sized Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers in the same range
of fresh water ecological organisms and fish cell-lines (Naha et al., 2009b).
PAMAM dendrimers contain a 2-carbon ethylenediamine core and primary amino
groups at the surface (http://www.dendritech.com/pamam.html), and this structural
architecture of PAMAM dendrimers make it an attractive option for drug delivery and
other biomedical applications (Venuganti and Perumal 2008; Svenson and Tamalia
2005; Emanuele and Attwood 2005; Ducan and Izoo 2005)……………………….
Notably, however, there are several reports of mammalian toxicity of PAMAM
dendrimers. They have been shown to reduce the transmembrane potential and hinder
the influx of Ca2+ ions to the mitochondria (Labieniec and Gabryelak 2008).
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Mitochondrial Ca2+ overload in combination with oxidative stress and ATP depletion
induces mitochondrial permeability which results in ischemia reperfusion, oxidative
stress and apoptosis (Vergun and Reynolds, 2005).

The toxicity of PAMAM

dendrimers in mammalian cells has been demonstrated to depend upon the generation
and surface functional groups (Roberts et al., 1996; Malik et al., 2000, Mukherjee
2010a). They have been shown to induce membrane disruption, including the
formation of holes and membrane erosion in supported lipid bilayers (Leroueil et al.,
2007 and 2008; Hong et al., 2004). A recent study shows that the pathway of the toxic
response induced by PAMAM dendrimers is by apoptosis mediated by mitochondrial
dysfunction. (Lee et al., 2009) and the critical role of intracellular Reactive Oxygen
Species (ROS) in this process has been highlighted (Naha et al., 2010a, Mukherjee et
al., 2010 b).
Oxidative stress has been established as one of the key factors determining the
toxicity of several nanomaterials (Nel et al., 2006; Lanone et al., 2006; Donaldson et
al., 2006; Obedoster et al., 2005). Free radical formation causes damage to biological
components through oxidation of lipids, proteins and DNA damage and finally leads
to apoptotic or necrotic cell death. However, there is a range of ROS which can be
generated, dependent upon the chemical nature of the toxicant. Also different species
of ROS lead to different intracellular responses. For example, the hydroxyl radical can
lead to adduct formation in the base pairs of DNA such as 8-OHdG (8-hydroxy2’deoxyguanosine) production, which mediates the pathophysiology of a wide variety of
diseases including cancer, atherosclerosis, neurodegenerative disorders and the aging
process (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1999). Because of its importance, the potential of
nanoparticles to elicit such a response should be investigated.
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Systematically varied molecular nanostructures such as PAMAM dendrimers present
a route towards an understanding of the dependence of the interactions with bio
systems on the physico-chemical properties of nanomaterials. As well as their
potential importance in nanomedical applications, the structurally well-defined and
variable macromolecules can also provide a further basis upon which to establish
structure activity relationships governing eco-toxicological responses which may
serve to develop a fundamental understanding of their interactions (Naha et al.,
2009b).
The PLHC-1 cell line, derived from a hepatocellular carcinoma in an adult female
topminnow (Poeciliopsis lucida), was employed to represent vertebrate models, in
accordance with the EU policy of Reduction, Replacement and Refinement (RRR),
(Directive 2010/63/EU) for the protection of animals used for experimental and
scientific purposes. In a previous study, within a multitrophic battery of test models,
the PLHC-1 cell line was seen to be the most sensitive cellular assay and a clear and
systematic dependence of the toxic response on the dendrimer generation was
observed (Naha et al., 2009b). In this paper, the mechanism of the toxicity pathway of
PAMAM dendrimers is further explored in the PLHC-1 cell line. Analysis of the
generation of reactive oxygen species, DNA damage and apoptosis was performed to
understand the cell death process.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers, G4, G5 and G6, were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland). All generations have an ethylenediamine core and
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PAMAM G4, G5 and G6 have respectively 64, 128 and 256 functional primary amino
groups on the surface. The molecular weights of G4, G5 and G6 are 14,215 Da,
28,826 Da and 58,048 Da respectively. The nominal diameters of the G4, G5 and G6
dendrimers are 4.5, 5.4 and 6.7 nm respectively (www.dendritech.com). The
diameters and zeta potentials of the dendrimers were measured using a Malvern Zeta
Sizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). The measurements were
performed on 20µM dendrimer solutions in cell culture media at 24°C (Naha et al.,
2009b).

2.2 Reagents
Alamar Blue (AB) was purchased from Biosource (UK). Cell culture media (DMEM,
D5546), LMP agarose, comet assay reagents and Ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU), were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland). 5-(and 6) Carboxy-2’,7’dichloro-dihydroflourescein diacetate (H2DCFDA) and the apoptosis assay kit were
purchased from Invitrogen. The 8-OHdG assay was purchased from Wako Pure
Chemicals Industries, Ltd, Osaka, Japan. SYBR® Green and GelBond® films were
purchased from Lonza (Rockland, USA). Lab- Tek® Chamber Slides™ were purchased
from Nalge Nunc International.

2.3 Cell Culture
PLHC-1 cells (CRL-2406) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection.
Cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 5 % FCS, 45 IU ml-1 penicillin,
and 45 µg ml-1 streptomycin. Cultures were maintained in a refrigerated incubator
(Leec, Nottingham, UK) at a temperature of 30°C under normoxic atmosphere. For
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subculture, the cells were detached using Versine/trypsin solution (1 mM EDTA/0.25
% trypsin) in Ca2+ and Mg2+ free Hanks Balanced Salts Solution (HBSS).

2.4 Preparation of Dendrimer solutions
Dendrimer test solutions were prepared in the cell culture media. They were soluble in
the media at 37 ºC and were dispersed uniformly by low speed vortex. PAMAM
dendrimers solutions were prepared from 0.15 to 6 M for the ROS study, 0.125 to 1
M for the genotoxicity assay, and 0.5 M for the study of 8-OHdG. In the case of
the apoptosis assay, concentration ranges of 0.65 to 5.2 M, 0.25 to 2 M and 0.15 to
1.2 M were employed for G4, G5 and G6 respectively.

2.5 Cytotoxicity assay
Details of particle characterisation and cytotoxicity protocols are described in the
supporting information.

2.6 Intracellular Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)

Intracellular reactive oxygen species were measured by a fluorometric assay using
Carboxy H2DCFDA [5 (and-6)-Carboxy-2′, 7′-dichloro-dihydroflourescein diacetate)]
as the probe (http://probes.invitrogen.com). Carboxy H2DCFDA was used because it
carries an additional negative charge that improves its retention compared to noncarboxylated forms (http://probes.invitrogen.com/media/pis/g002.pdf). Intracellular
oxidation

of

(6-carboxy-2',7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein

diacetate

(Carboxy

H2DCFDA) to 2’, 7’-di-chlorofluorescein (DCF) was monitored according to the
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increase in fluorescence, as measured by a plate reader and using confocal
fluorescence microscopy.

In brief, the assay was performed in black 96 well microplates (Nunc, Denmark). The
PLHC-1 cells were seeded in 100 l of cell suspension in each well at a density of 8 x
105 cells/ml. After 24 h of cell attachment, plates were washed with 100 µl/well PBS
and the cells were treated with increasing concentrations, from 0.15 to 6 M, for each
generation of PAMAM dendrimer, prepared in 5% FCS containing media. Hydrogen
peroxide (400 M) was used as positive control to validate the protocol. All
incubations were performed at 30°C in an incubator. Six replicate wells were used for
each control and test concentrations per each individual experiments.

After the

specified incubation time period (1, 2, 4, 6 and 12 h), the plates were washed with 100
µl/well PBS and then 100 µl/well of 10 µM Carboxy H2DCFDA was added to each
well. The plates were incubated at 30°C for a period of 40 mins. The optimal loading
time for the Carboxyl H2DCFDA was determined according to a kinetic study of the
response to H2O2 as a positive control. This time point was found to be substantially
below the saturation point of the assay for exposure to 400 M H2O2. Thus increases
in ROS levels as a result of nanoparticle exposure to this level and beyond can be
measured.
The fluorescence was quantified using a plate reader, which provides an average of
the statistically variable response of individual cells (Elbekai and El-Kadi, 2005).
Fluorescence was measured using an excitation of 485nm and emission of 530nm, in
a TECAN GENios (Grodig, Austria) microplate reader. For visualisation of the
intracellular fluorescence, carboxy H2DCFDA was excited at 488 nm and
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fluorescence emission at 520 nm (with a 505 nm long pass filter) was recorded using a
confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 510 META, Zeiss, Germany). Imaging was
performed using a x63 oil immersion objective. Fluorescence and phase contrast
images were recorded from a minimum of 3 areas per sample.
2.7 Alkaline Comet assay
The alkaline comet assay, also known as single cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE), is a
rapid and sensitive technique for analysis and quantification of DNA damage in
individual living cells. It probes damage such as single and double strand breaks and
alkali-labile sites.

Individual cells are embedded in a thin agarose gel on a

microscope slide. All cellular proteins are then removed from the cells by lysing and
the DNA is then allowed to denature under alkaline/neutral conditions. Under an
applied voltage, damaged DNA or DNA fragments migrate and thus the process
produces an image with a pronounced head and tail, resembling a comet. The head
consists of remaining undamaged DNA, while the tail consists of damaged (single
stranded or double stranded breaks) or fragments of DNA. The gel is analysed for
fluorescence in the head and tail and the length of tail. The extent of DNA liberated
from the head of the comet is directly proportional to the amount of DNA damage.

The genotoxic response of PLHC-1 cells to PAMAM dendrimer exposure was
assessed using the micro-comet assay technique. For a typical experiment, 100 l of
1x105 cells/ml were seeded for 6, 12 and 24h experiments in a 96 well plate and
incubated at 30ºC for 24 hours to ensure cell attachment. The cell monolayers were
then washed with PBS and exposed to varying particle concentrations of PAMAM
dendrimers (0.125 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 M) of G4, G5 and G6 for 6, 12 and 24h.
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After the appropriate exposure time, cells were washed once with PBS, trypsinized
and suspended in low melting point agarose and cast onto a gel bond film fixed with
chamber slides. After the agarose solidified, it was suspended in freshly prepared and
pre-cooled cell lysis buffer for 6h. Electrophoresis was conducted in alkaline
electrophoresis buffer (pH 12.7) for 15 mins (conditions: 300 mA, 1.5 V/cm at 4°C).
After completion of the electrophoresis run time, the Gelbond™ film was treated with
neutralisation buffer (pH 7.5) for 30 mins to neutralise the DNA embedded gels and
then dehydrated in absolute ethanol for 2 h. Gels were stored in the dark overnight at
4°C, allowed to dry completely, and were then stained with SYBR-Green nucleic acid
stain. Image analysis was performed using Komet 5.5 software (ANDOR™, UK) and a
Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope attached to a CCD camera. 50 comets were imaged
per slide and 4 slides per concentration were prepared. Three independent
experiments were performed. Values of percentage tail DNA were automatically
calculated by the software. Ethyl Nitrosourea (ENU) 100 M was used as a positive
control to validate the experimental protocol.
2.8 Measurement of 8-OHdG (8-hydroxy, 2’ deoxyguanosine) by ELISA
The 8-OHdG ELISA kit is a competitive in vitro enzyme linked immuno-sorbent
assay for quantitative measurement of the oxidative DNA adduct 8-hydroxy, 2’
deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG). All reagents and samples were equilibrated to room
temperature before use (20-25oC). The ELISA was carried out according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Wako Pure Chemicals Industries, Ltd, Osaka, Japan). In
brief, the primary antibody was reconstituted with the primary antibody solution and
allowed to dissolve completely. Fifty microlitres of sample (extracted DNA) or
standard were added per well, and then 50μl of reconstituted primary antibody were
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added per well. The plate was shaken from side to side and the solution mixed fully.
The container was covered with adhesive strip, making sure it was sealed tightly, and
incubated at 4 oC overnight. The contents of the plate were removed. 250 l of
washing solution were pipetted into each well. After washing thoroughly by shaking
the plate from side to side, the washing solution was removed. The plate was inverted
and blotted using a clean paper towel to remove any remaining washing buffer. The
washing process was repeated twice more.
The secondary antibody was reconstituted with the secondary antibody solution. 100
l of constituted secondary antibody were added per well. The plate was shaken from
side to side to mix fully. The plate was covered with an adhesive strip and incubated
at room temperature for 1 hour. At the end of the incubation period, the plates were
washed twice with washing buffer. The chromatic solution (enzyme substrate
solution) was reconstituted with 100 times the volume of the diluting solution. 100 l
of the reconstituted enzyme substrate were added per well. The plate was shaken from
side to side to mix fully and was incubated at room temperature for 15 mins in the
dark. 100 l of the reaction terminating solution were added per well. The plate was
shaken from side to side to mix fully. After terminating the reaction, the absorbance at
450 nm was measured.
2.9 Apoptosis assay
Apoptosis is a programmed cell death process, during which the cytoplasmic
membrane increases slightly in permeability. The increase of apoptosis induced cell
death as a result of exposure to nanoparticles was investigated by using a kit
containing both YO-PRO®-1 and PI dyes. YO-PRO®-1 is a green fluorescent dye
which can enter apoptotic cells. Propidium iodide (PI), a red fluorescent dye, on the
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other hand cannot enter into the cells. When employed in parallel, they provide a
sensitive indicator for apoptosis (Idziorek et al., 1995; Estaquier et al., 1996). After
incubation of a cell population with YOPRO®-1 and PI, apoptotic cells show green
fluorescence, necrotic cells/dead cells show red and green fluorescence, and no
fluorescence

is

observed

from

(http://probes.invitrogen.com/media/pis/mp13243.pdf.).

live

cells,

The PLHC-1 cells were

plated in a 6 well plate at a seeding density of 1 x 106 cells/ml well. The plates were
incubated at 30 oC for 24 hour to ensure proper attachment. The cell monolayer was
washed with PBS and then exposed to a range of concentrations of PAMAM
dendrimers (G4, G5 and G6) for different time points (6, 12 and 24h). After the
appropriate exposure time, cells were washed once with PBS, trypsinized,
centrifuged, the supernatant removed and then the cell pellets were suspended in 1 ml
PBS. 1l of YO-PRO®-1 dye and 1l PI were added to the cell suspension and it was
incubated on ice for 30 mins. After the incubation time, the fluorescence of the cell
suspension was measured in a flow cytometer (Partec CyFlow® space). The
experimental protocol was validated by using camptothecin as positive control.

2.10 Statistics
All experiments were conducted in at least triplicate (three independent experiments).
The levels of intracellular ROS were expressed as mean percentage inhibition relative
to the unexposed control ± standard deviation (SD). The genotoxicity assay was
performed on four replicates per concentration and three independent experiments.
The genotoxicity response was expressed in terms of percentage tail DNA as the mean
percentage ± standard deviation (SD). The distributions of the data were checked and
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found to be normal and thus the data is deemed to be suitable for analysis using one
way analyses of variance, ANOVA, which were followed by Dunnett’s multiple
comparison tests. Statistical significance was accepted at P ≤ 0.05 for all tests.
Toxicity data was fitted to a sigmoidal curve and a four parameter logistic model used
to calculate EC/LC50 values. This analysis was preformed using Xlfit3™ a curve
fitting add-in for Microsoft® Excel (ID Business Solutions, UK).

3. Results
3.1 Particle characterization and Cytotoxicity
Particle characterisation in terms of hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential of
PAMAM dendrimers of all generations in the cell culture media is presented in the
supporting information (Table S1). Cytotoxicity data, as reported in Naha et al.,
2009b, are summarised in figure S1. Figure 1 demonstrates the clear dependence of
the measured cytotoxicity, expressed in terms of inverse EC50, on the generation
number and structure, as represented by the number of surface amino groups (Figure
1).

3.2 Intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS)
Quantitative measurement of the intracellular ROS generation in PLHC-1 cells was
performed at different time points (1h, 2h, 4h, 6h and 12h) and with different
exposure concentrations of each dendrimer (G4, G5 and G6). For all generations, the
exposure time points and the concentration of PAMAM dendrimer (0.15 M to 6 M)
used were the same, in order to correlate intracellular ROS production by the three
generations of PAMAM dendrimers and also to enable comparison with the cytotoxic
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and genotoxic responses, as well as apoptosis and cell death. Intracellular ROS
generation in PLHC-1 cells upon the exposure to PAMAM dendrimers was visualised
using confocal fluorescence microscopy, as shown in figure 2, for the case of 2 h
exposure of each dendrimer, G4 (C), G5(D) and G6 (E) at a concentration of 2 M
and 400 M for H2O2 (B), compared to control (A). It should be noted that the regions
of white coloration are present in the control samples and therefore are not the due to
nanoparticles, but may be due to the reflection of the white light.
Intracellular ROS production was found to be dendrimer generation, dose and time
dependent. The time evolution of the ROS response for all three generations is shown
in figure 3, for a dose of 0.6µM for each generation. For each generation, the increase
in ROS levels increases initially, reaches a maximum at 2-4hrs before decreasing with
further exposure time. A significant generation dependent ROS production G6 > G5 >
G4 was observed at 1, 2, and 12 h exposure time period (p ≤ 0.05).
The concentration dependent increase in ROS production for the five different time
points for the three dendrimer generations was monitored using the fluorescence plate
reader and the results are shown in figure 4. At the lower concentrations, exposure
results in a monotonic increase in the intracellular ROS production at all time points.
At higher concentrations, a saturation of ROS production was observed (figure 4). For
all PAMAM generations (G4, G5 and G6) the maximum level of ROS production is
approximately 90% and this maximum level is reached after ~2h for G5 and G6,
while for the case of G4, the maximum level is reached at ~ 4h. The generation of
ROS is counteracted by the natural intracellular antioxidants which act to minimize
the oxidative stress (Sies, 1993).
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Figure 5A describes the relationship between the intracellular ROS production and the
number of primary surface amino groups of the PAMAM dendrimer generation for a
fixed concentration of 0.6μM at 2 h exposure time. Similar to the case of the cytotoxic
response, the generation dependent ROS levels appear to be correlated with increasing
generation, following the trend of G6 > G5 > G4 as shown in figure 3. This trend
mirrors that of the cytotoxic response (Figure 1).
The intracellular ROS production in PLHC1 cells is systematically dependent on
generation and concentration of PAMAM dendrimers. In general, the time evolution
of the ROS is not very well understood, but similar behaviour has been observed in
other studies (Mukherjee et al., 2010b). A more recent study has demonstrated that
generation, dose and time dependence of the ROS production and subsequent cellular
responses can be simulated using a simple rate equation approach, whereby a single
variable representing the rate of generation of reactive oxygen species, linearly
dependent on the number of surface amino groups per generation. (Mukherjee et al.,
2012). Notably, when the concentration is expressed in terms of effective number of
amino groups (molar dose x number of amino groups per dendrimer), the ROS
generation curves for a fixed time point overlap almost exactly, as shown in figure
5B. This is further indication that their number of surface amino groups is the primary
source of the toxicity of PAMAM nanoparticles.

3.3 Genotoxicity response of PAMAM dendrimers
The genotoxicity of the PAMAM dendrimers was evaluated in PLHC-1 cells over a
concentration range from 0.125 µM to 1 µM for the cases of G4, G5 and G6, for
different exposure times (6h, 12h and 24h). For all dendrimer generations, the
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concentration range is one of approximately linear increase in levels of ROS (figure
4). DNA damage was estimated by analyzing the tail percentage DNA in the comet
assay. Representative micrographs of observed comets are shown in figure 6, after 24
hour exposure to PAMAM dendrimers at a concentration of 0.5 µM. A dose
dependent genotoxicity response was observed for all three generations of PAMAM
dendrimers in PLHC-1 cells (Figure 7). Significant genotoxicity response was
observed in PLHC-1 cells as compared to control group (p ≤ 0.05) after exposure of
PAMAM dendrimers. A generation dependent level of DNA damage was also
observed (Figure 8). Significant generation dependent (p ≤ 0.05) genotoxicity
response was observed at 24 hour exposure time period. After 6 and 12 h exposure, a
significant difference of genotoxicity response between G4, G6, and between G5, G6
(p ≤ 0.05) is observed at a concentration of 0.5 µM (Figure 8).
In our previous study, the toxic responses of all organisms studied were well
correlated with the physico-chemical characteristics of the PAMAM dendrimers
(Naha et al., 2009), and here the same is observed for the generation of intracellular
ROS and the genotoxic response in PLHC-1 cells, indicating that the paradigm of
oxidative stress as the source of the toxic mechanism of nanoparticles, outlined by Nel
et al., 2006, is applicable for PAMAM dendrimers. Notably, both the oxidative stress
and the genotoxic response are correlated with the number of surface amino groups
per dendrimer as shown in figures 5A and 9.

3.4 8-OHdG assay
Oxidative damage to DNA in cells by ROS is a well reported process (Zhang et al.,
2009), which is associated with the pathophysiology of a wide variety of diseases
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including cancer, atherosclerosis, neurodegenerative disorders and the aging process
in general (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1999). The level of oxidative DNA adduct 8hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine the 8-OHdG (8-hydroxy2’-deoxyguanosine) production
in PLHC-1 cells as a result of PAMAM exposure was measured by a competitive in
vitro enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay. As significant genotoxicity and
intracellular ROS response was observed at 0.5 M, this concentration was used for
the detection of 8-OHdG formation. The exposure concentration used was 0.5 M of
G4, G5 and G6, each at 6h, 12h and 24h time periods. The results are presented in
Table S2. Notably, there is no significant difference between the control group and the
PAMAM exposure group under any exposure condition. However, there is a
significant difference in the level of 8-OHdG production upon exposure to the
positive control, H2O2 (Shown in table S2). No increase in levels of 8-OHdG
production upon the exposure to PAMAM dendrimers was detectable over the
exposure time period examined. Although a significant degree of DNA damage has
been observed as compared to the control group (p ≤ 0.05) at lower concentrations of
0.125 M, 0.25 M and 0.5 M after 24h exposure (figure 6), no 8-OHdG formation
was observed at a concentration of 0.5 M at the same time of exposure. Further
studies are required to explore the other species of ROS generated which lead to
genotoxicity and cell death.

3.5 Apoptosis Assay
The apoptosis study performed with PLHC-1 cells exposed to PAMAM G4, G5 and
G6 dendrimers illustrated that, with increasing concentration, the percentage of
healthy cells decreases, whereas the early apoptotic, late apoptotic and dead cell
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populations increase, as shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for 6h, 12h and 24h exposure
respectively. After 6 hour exposure, a significant early apoptotic cell population was
observed as compared to control groups. A significant difference (p<0.05) of early
apoptotic cell population at exposure concentrations of 0.6 and 1.2 M in the case of
G6 and 2 M in the case of G5 as compared to control has been observed. However, a
significant (p<0.05) late apoptotic cell population was observed at all the exposure
concentrations, except 0.65 M of G4 after 6h exposure (Table 1). After 12 hour
exposure to PAMAM dendrimers, significant (p<0.05) early and late apoptotic cell
populations were observed in PLHC-1 cells except at a 0.65 M concentration of G4,
as compared to control (Table 2). However, after 24 hour exposure, all the exposure
concentrations of PAMAM dendrimer (G4, G5 and G6) employed show significant
(p<0.05) early and late apoptotic cell populations, as compared with the control group
(Table 3). No significant difference between response to the G4, G5 and G6 PAMAM
dendrimers was observed at 6 and 12 h (Figure 10 A and B), although a significant
difference (p<0.05) in early and late apoptotic cell populations was observed between
G4 and G6 at 24 hour exposure (Figure 10 C). Furthermore, a significant difference
(p<0.05) is observed between the late apoptotic cell population after 24 hour exposure
to G5 and G6 dendrimers (Figure 10 C).

4. Discussion
The surface chemistry of the PAMAM dendrimer series is the same for each
generation, but in successive generations, there is a systematic increase in molecular
weight, particle size and notably number of surface amino groups per particle. The
toxicity also increases systematically with increasing generation of PAMAM
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dendrimer (G6  G5  G4) and the response is well correlated with the number of
surface primary amino groups (Figure 1), which points towards the importance of the
physico-chemical properties as well as underlying structure activity relationships.
The increase in levels of intracellular ROS by PAMAM dendrimers is clearly one of
the most relevant toxic pathways and a clear generation dependence of increased
intracellular ROS production is shown in figure 3. The sequence of increased ROS
generation is G6 G5  G4. This response is also dependent on the number of surface
primary amino groups of the PAMAM dendrimers, as shown in figure 5A. Indeed,
expressing the dose dependence of the ROS generation in terms of number of surface
amino groups per exposure, the response to each dendrimer generation overlaps
almost exactly. This indicates that the cationic surface amino groups play a direct role
in the production of ROS. Increased intracellular ROS generation suggests that the
PAMAM dendrimers can lead to disruption of the mitochondrial electron transduction
chain which leads to additional O2– production and perturbs the mitochondrial
permeability transition pore, which leads to release of pro-apoptotic factors and
programmed cell death (Oberdörster et al., 2005). Intracellular ROS production can
lead to inflammation, as demonstrated for a number of different nanoparticles (Li et
al., 2008; Stone et al., 2007; Lubos et al., 2008; Driscoll, 2000), and potentially also
to DNA damage and genotoxicity.
The genotoxicity assessment was performed by alkaline comet assay, which is widely
accepted as a simple, sensitive, and rapid tool for assessing DNA damage in different
test models and is extensively used for chemical testing (Dhawan et al., 2009) and
also for nanoparticles (Naha et al., 2010b; http://www.nanoimpactnet.eu). A
significant (p 0.05) genotoxic response is observed with PAMAM dendrimers as
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compared to control in PLHC-1 cells. The response is systematic and clearly
dependent on the generation of the PAMAM dendrimers only at 24h exposure (Figure
8). Similar generation dependent responses to those of the production of ROS and
cytotoxicity have been observed. The percentage of DNA damage is clearly
dependent upon the number of surface primary amino groups (as shown in Figure 9).
As the PAMAM generation increases, there is an increase in the number of surface
amino groups (64, 128 and 256 amino groups for G4, G5 and G6 respectively) which
makes the particle more cationic. As a result, the observed ROS, DNA damage and
cytotoxicity may be considered to be primarily due to the surface amino group.
Cationic PAMAM dendrimers have been shown to localise and produce increased
levels of ROS initially in endosomes, and later in mitochondria (Mukherjee et al.
2010b, Lee et al., 2009), eliciting a toxic response via oxidative stress and
inflammation (Naha et al., 2010a, Mujkerjee et al. 2010b). Of the potential
mechanisms of DNA damage as a result of oxidative stress, the production of the
oxidative adduct OHdG was explored. No increase in levels of OHdG was found,
however, and thus alternative routes such as 2-hydroxyadenin, 8-hydroxyadenine, 4,6diamino-5-form-amidopyrimidine (FapyA), Oxazolone, 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5formamidopyrimidine (FapyG), etc

should be explored (Cooke et al., 2003,

Kasprzak,K.S. et al.1997, Evans et al., 2004, Tan et al., 1999).

Apoptosis is a programmed cell death mechanism in multicellular organisms (Kerr et
al., 1972). It involves a series of biochemical events leading to changes in
characteristic cell morphology, including blebbing, changes to the cell membrane,
such as loss of membrane asymmetry and attachment, cell shrinkage, nuclear
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fragmentation, chromatin condensation, and chromosomal DNA fragmentation, and
finally cell death (Kerr et al., 1972). Apoptosis was detected in cells treated with
dendrimers (Table 1 to 3), as measured by FACS (Fluorescence-activated cell sorting)
using Yo-Pro® and propidium iodide. It has been reported that a strong interaction
between cationic dendrimers and lipid bilayers results in enhanced pore formation
(Lee and Larson, 2009). In fact, cationic linear polymers in contact with only a single
bilayer do not perforate membranes, whereas the relatively rigid dendrimers penetrate
the bilayer, since they can achieve a similar degree of contact between charged groups
by interacting with both layers (Lee and Larson, 2009). Thus, perforation by a
dendrimer itself could be one of the mechanisms responsible for mitochondrial
damage. It has been reported that G5 PAMAM dendrimers induce expression of
caspases 3, 9, and Bax proteins and decreased Bcl-2 expression, which is an
indication of apoptosis (Lee et al., 2009). The results presented here are consistent
with the published literature. After 24 hour exposure, all the exposure concentrations
of PAMAM dendrimers (G4, G5 and G6) employed show significant (p<0.05) early
and late apoptotic cell populations as compared with control group (Table 3). No
significant difference of early and late apoptotic cell populations between the G4, G5
and G6 PAMAM dendrimers at 6 and 12 h were observed (Figure 10 A and B).
However, a significant difference (p<0.05) of early and late apoptotic cell population
was observed between G4 and G6 after a 24 hour exposure time period (Figure 10 C).
Notably, an approximately linear dependence of intracellular ROS and genotoxicity
response is observed, as presented in figure 11. However, there is saturation of
intracellular ROS production at the higher concentrations of PAMAM dendrimers
employed in the study. In the apoptosis assay, the percentage of dead cells increases
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with increasing concentration of PAMAM dendrimers. At the higher concentration
exposures employed here, the percentages of healthy cells and apoptotic cells are less
than at the lower concentration exposure. The cell death induced at the higher
concentration exposures employed in this study might therefore be due to necrosis. At
the same time, there is a saturation of intracellular ROS production at the higher
concentration exposure (Figure 11). Saturation of intracellular ROS production and
cell death at higher concentration exposure are well correlated and this may be an
indication of necrotic cell death at the higher dose of PAMAM dendrimer exposure in
PLHC-1 cells.

5. Conclusion
PAMAM dendrimers elicit a significant cytotoxic response in PLHC-1 cells. The
generation dependence (G6  G5  G4) of the production of increased intracellular
ROS, DNA damage and cytotoxicity indicates the direct effects of the positively
charged surface amino groups. The toxicity starts with production of reactive oxygen
species, which induces DNA damage, apoptosis and finally cell death upon the
exposure of PLHC-1 cells to PAMAM dendrimers. As the generation increases, there
is an increase in the numer of surface primary amino groups, molecular weight as well
as the diameter of the PAMAM dendrimer. The toxic response, in terms of generation
of ROS, genotoxicity and cell death, is thus systematically correlated with the
systematic variation of the physico-chemical properties of the nanoparticle series.
Such systematic relationships may lay the foundation for a fundamental understanding
of the nanotoxic responses and ultimately quantitative structure activity relationships.
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Supplementary data description
Figures and tables in the supporting information were cited in the text as Figure S1
and Table S1. Particle characterisation and cytotoxicity assay protocol is available in
supporting information.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Relation between number of surface amino group and the toxic response of
PAMAM dendrimers at 96h exposure. All the data are expressed as mean  SD (n=3).

Figure 2. Confocal laser scanning micrograph (CLSM) of PLHC-1 cells showing
intracellular ROS production upon exposure to PAMAM dendrimers for 2 h. Figure
A, B, C, D and E represent the Negative control, H2O2, PAMAM G4, G5 and G6
respectively at 2 M concentration for the case of PAMAM and 400 M H2O2.
Magnification is 63x.

Figure 3. The generation and time dependent intracellular ROS production at a
concentration of 0.6µM. *Denotes significant difference of ROS production between
G4, G5 and G6 each exposure time period, 1, 2, and 12 h (p ≤ 0.05).

Figure 4. Concentration and time dependent intracellular ROS generation, upon
exposure to PAMAM dendrimers (A) G4 (B) G5 and (C) G6. The data are presented
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as mean  SD (n=3). % of cell fluorescence as compared to control.Add few lines
(methodology)

Figure 5. (A) The relationship between maximum surface amino group and the
intracellular ROS production in PLHC-1 cells *Denotes significant difference of ROS
production with increasing number of surface primary amino groups (p ≤ 0.05). (B)
Plot showing the relationship between the intracellular ROS production and the molar
volume x no of surface amino groups at 2 hour exposure time period of 0.6µM
concentration.

Figure 6. Representative micrographs showing comets of PLHC-1 cells after 24 hour
exposure to PAMAM dendrimers. Panel A represents control, Panel B, Represents
ENU (Ethyl nitrosourea), Panels C, D and E represent G4, G5 and G6 respectively.

Figure 7. Genotoxicity response of PAMAM dendrimers at 6h, 12h and 24h exposure,
Panels A, B and C represent PAMAM G4, G5 and G6 respectively. *Denotes
significant difference in genotoxic response as compared to control group (p ≤ 0.05).

Figure 8. Generation dependent genotoxicity response of PAMAM dendrimers at 6h,
12h and 24h exposure at 0.5 µM concentration. ***Denotes significant difference of
genotoxicity response between G4, G5 and G6 (p ≤ 0.05). **Denotes significant
difference of genotoxicity response between G4, G6, and between G5, G6 (p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 9. Relationship between the % Tail DNA and number of primary surface
amino groups of the PAMAM dendrimers (24 h exposure at 0.5 µM concentration.
Data show mean  SD.)

Figure 10. Generation dependent apoptosis of the PLHC-1 cells for exposure
concentrations of 5.2, 2 and 1.2 µM for G4, G5 and G6 respectively. Figure A, B and
C represent 6 h, 12h and 24h exposure respectively. ** Denotes significant difference
(p ≤ 0.05) between G4, G6 and between G5 G6; * denotes significant difference
between G4 and G6 (p ≤ 0.05).

Figure 11. Relationship between maximum DNA damage and maximum intracellular
ROS production upon exposure to PAMAM dendrimers G4, G5 and G6. (DNA
damage at 24h, ROS at 2h).
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Supporting information for genotoxicity paper
1. Hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential measurement
The particle size distributions and zeta potential of all three generations of
dendrimers in the cell culture media were analyzed using Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS) (Malvern Instruments, UK). For a typical experiment,
approximately 20 M concentration suspension of dendrimer nanoparticles in
the Dulbecco’s Modified Medium Nutrient Mixture/F-12 Ham [DMEM], with
5% foetal calf serum (FCS) supplement [PLHC-1] and were analysed at 20oC.
2. Cytotoxicity assays.
For cytotoxicity tests, PLHC-1 cell suspension were seeded in 96 well
microplates, using 100 µl of the following cell suspension concentrations: 8 x
105 cells per ml for 24 h, 6 x 105 cells per ml for 48 h, 4 x 105 cells per ml for
72 and 2 x 105 cells per ml for the 96 h exposure. After 24h of cell attachment,
plates were washed with 100 µl/well PBS and the cells were treated with
increasing concentrations of each generation of dendrimer prepared in 5%
FBS containing media. All incubations were performed at 30°C. Six replicate
wells were used for each control and test concentration per microplate.
The assays were carried out according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
Briefly, control media or test exposures were removed; the cells were rinsed
with PBS and 100µl of AB medium (5% v/v solution of AB) prepared in fresh
media (without FBS or supplements) were added to each well. After 3h
incubation, AB fluorescence was measured at the respective excitation and
emission wavelength of 540 nm and 595 nm in a microplate reader (TECAN
GENios, Grodig, Austria).
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Table S1: Hydrodynamic diameter and Zeta potential data of PAMAM dendrimers in
PLHC-1 media.
Experiments
PAMAM G-4
PAMAM G-5
PAMAM G-6
Hydrodynamic
6.6 ± 0.2
diameter (Size in
nm)
Zeta potential (mV) -2.8 ± 1.1

6.6 ± 0.3

11.5 ± 0.3

-2.1 ± 0.9

-2.2 ± 0.4

Table S2: Levels of 8-OHdG formation in the PLHC-1 cells to PAMAM dendrimers
exposure.
6h

12h

24h

8-OHdG level in

8-OHdG level in

8-OHdG level

ng/ml

ng/ml

in ng/ml

Control

< 0.125

< 0.125

< 0.125

H202

0.6  0.3

2.9  0.3

15.7  0.3

G4

< 0.125

< 0.125

<0 .125

G5

<0 .125

< 0.125

< 0.125

G6

< 0.125

<0 .125

<0 .125
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Figure S1.
A

B

C

Figure legends
Figure S1: Cytotoxicity of PAMAM dendrimer in PLHC-1 cells as quantified using
the AB Assay. A, B and C represent G-4, G-5 and G-6 respectively. Data presented
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ares mean ± SD (N=3).  Denotes significant difference from control ( p ≤ 0.05). 24 h
( ); 48 h ( ); 72 h ( ) and (96 h ( ).
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